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Objective: To describe the improvements in care that have followed the introduction of an electronic data entry and analysis system providing contemporary feedback on the management of acute coronary syndromes in 230 hospitals in England and Wales.

Design: Observational study

Methods: A secure electronic system was used to transfer encrypted data on patients with acute coronary syndromes from collaborating hospitals to central servers for analysis. Immediate online data entry to the central servers by hospitals allowed contemporary analyses of performance and immediate comparison with the national aggregate performance.

Results: The records of 156,902 patients receiving a final diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome during three years between October 2000 and September 2003 were analysed. Of 69,113 patients with ST segment elevation infarction, 75.4% received thrombolytic treatment. Between the first and last years of the study the median interval from hospital arrival to treatment fell for eligible patients from 38 (interquartile range 22–58) to 20 (interquartile range 14–28) minutes. By mid 2003 77.6% were receiving thrombolytic treatment within 30 minutes of arrival. The proportion treated within two hours of onset of symptoms increased from 32.5% to 40.3% (a difference of 7.8 percentage points, p < 0.0001). The use of secondary prevention medication for acute coronary syndromes increased over this period: angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, 62.4% to 72.4%; β blockers, 76.3% to 82.6%; statins, 69.6% to 83.8%; and aspirin, 89.3% to 90.2%.

Conclusion: The provision of contemporary online performance analyses has underpinned substantial improvement in the care of patients with acute coronary syndromes.

Although small improvements in care have previously been shown in limited collaborative audit in the UK, sustained countrywide analysis of the process of care and outcome has previously not been possible.

In 2000 the National Service Framework for coronary heart disease set time limited targets for the improvement of care for patients with acute myocardial infarction in England. These targets included the performance of the emergency ambulance service, the provision of reperfusion treatment, and the use of secondary prevention medication.

We describe the use of a national online electronic reporting and analysis system to monitor the process of care of patients with acute coronary syndromes. This is the outcome of a collaboration between the National Audit of Myocardial Infarction Project (MINAP) and the Central Cardiac Audit Database (CCAD) group. This project differs from a simple prospective registry of coronary heart disease in being designed primarily to provide hospitals with continuously updated contemporary analyses of the care of their patients. This permits collaborating hospitals, although not at present the ambulance service, to make immediate comparisons of local performance with up to date national aggregate analyses. This permanent data collection and analysis system can examine care of all aspects of acute coronary heart disease. It now covers all English hospitals caring for patients with heart attack, the majority (17 of 18) of Welsh hospitals, and some hospitals in Scotland.

We examined records of 195,095 patients who were admitted with symptoms suggestive of an acute coronary syndrome between October 2000, when the project began, and September 2003 to evaluate contemporary performance in the care of infarction and to examine longitudinal trends.

Abbreviations: CCAD, Central Cardiac Audit Database; CI, confidence interval; IQR, interquartile range; MINAP, National Audit of Myocardial Infarction Project.
in the provision of thrombolytic treatment and secondary prevention medication during this time period.

METHODS

The development of this project is described in detail elsewhere.17 The project uses a highly secure electronic data entry transmission and analysis system developed by the CCAD group to collect and analyse records of patients with all types of acute coronary syndrome.18 The database uses a dataset developed by the MINAP steering group.19 The dataset is harmonised with the datasets used by the British Cardiovascular Intervention Society and the Society of Cardiothoracic Surgeons.20 The data set has the formal approval of the English Data Standards Board and is part of the National Health Service (NHS) data dictionary.21

The system uses encryption of patient and physician identifiers to allow secure transfer of data over the internet or NHSNet between hospitals and the central servers, which are housed in two geographically separate places. Patient data can be entered either directly online or, where connection speeds are slow, into a replica of the central database (containing only the records of that hospital) that resides on a local computer. Hospitals may see their performance analyses on line and compare them with the national aggregate through the online data entry point or through a password protected web browser.

Data confidentiality and patient consent

Confidentiality of patient and physician identifiers is ensured by an encryption key unique to each contributing hospital. The project has approval from the Patient Information Advisory Group, a committee appointed by the English Secretary of State for Health under Section 60 of the English Health and Social Care Act (2001), to use patient and physician identifiable information essential to the project, specifically the unique national health service number, without individual patient consent.19

Data completeness and validation

Completeness of individual records is checked on line by examining the completion of 11 mandatory fields from each record of patients with a diagnosis of ST elevation infarction. Hospitals receive an individual completeness rating. Completeness ratings greater than 90% are achieved by most hospitals. An online data validation tool has now been pilot tested and use will become mandatory in 2004.

Data entry

Hospitals are encouraged to enter data directly on to the central servers at the time of care for the patient. Once a patient record is initiated changes and additions can be made at any time. The identity of the person entering the data and the date and time of the new entry are recorded centrally.

Data analysis

Analyses were based on records entered into the MINAP database during three years from October 2000 to September 2003. Data were analysed in either six month or 12 month periods starting from October 2000. Comparisons of categorical data between time periods were expressed as percentages and the differences given with the 95% confidence interval (CI). Time intervals were expressed as the median and interquartile range (IQR). Time intervals were compared by dichotomising the data and using a t test for independent samples.

The number of hospitals collaborating in the project increased throughout the period of study. At the end of the first six months of the project, 96 hospitals were returning records. By March 2003, 230 of 231 acute care hospitals in England and Wales were returning records.

RESULTS

During three years records were returned on 195 095 patients admitted to 230 English and Welsh hospitals with symptoms suggestive of an acute coronary syndrome. Analyses were based on 156 902 patients given a discharge diagnosis of an acute coronary syndrome, of whom 69 113 had cardiographic evidence of ST segment elevation infarction (fig 1). The discharge diagnosis was that recorded by the returning hospital according to locally agreed biochemical diagnostic criteria. The mean (SD) age of patients with ST elevation infarction was 67.8 (13) years and for other acute coronary syndromes it was 70.3 (13) years. Men constituted 64.4% of the population. For 53 208 patients a diagnosis of ST elevation infarction was based on the appearances of the admission electrocardiograph. Of these, 44 413 (83.5%) received thrombolytic treatment and 8795 (16.5%) did not receive this treatment. Of all patients with ST elevation infarction, 52 105 (75.4%) had thrombolytic treatment and 401 (0.6%) had primary coronary angioplasty.

Reaching hospital

The time taken for patients with ST elevation infarction to respond to the onset of symptoms increased from the first year to the third year from a median of 75 (IQR 30–210) to 80 (30–225) minutes. Of 7111 patients who had a final diagnosis of ST elevation infarction in the first year, 2059 (29%) called for help less than 30 minutes after onset of symptoms. In the third year 5620 of 19 500 (26.7%) called for help in less than 30 minutes (for a difference of −2.3 percentage points, 95% CI −1.0 to −3.5, p < 0.0001).

Of 156 902 patients with a final diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome there were data recording how 126 251 (80.5%) reached hospital. Of these, 106 498 (84.4%) came by emergency ambulance after either a call to a doctor or a call direct to the emergency service. Although there was a shift away from calling a doctor for advice towards greater use of the emergency service, there was also an increase in self referral to hospital (table 1). However, despite these shifts in behaviour, there was no change in the numbers of patients who reached hospital within 30 minutes of a call for help. Of 14 455 coming to hospital by ambulance in the first year, 2859 (19.8%) reached hospital in under 30 minutes from a call for help and in the third year, when 43 179 came to hospital by ambulance, 8346 (19.3%) arrived within 30 minutes. The median delay from a call for help to arrival was unchanged: in the first year it was 45 (IQR 34–64) minutes and in the third year, 43 (IQR 34–57) minutes.

Performance in hospital

The number of eligible patients receiving thrombolytic treatment within 30 minutes of arrival in hospital increased rapidly over three years (fig 2). An eligible patient was defined as having ST segment elevation infarction on the admission electrocardiograph, without a contraindication to thrombolytic treatment. In addition, treatment was not delayed due to factors such as uncontrolled hypertension or initial refusal to consent to treatment. Of 2038 eligible patients, 868 (42.6%) received thrombolytic treatment within 30 minutes of arrival in hospital in the first six months. In the final six months this had increased to 5394 of 6953 eligible patients (77.6%) (difference 35 percentage points, 95% CI 32.6% to 37.3%, p < 0.0001). Between the first and last six months there was a fall in the median delay between arrival in hospital and treatment from 38 (IQR 22–58) to 20 (IQR 14–28) minutes.
Thrombolytic treatment increasingly was given to eligible patients in emergency departments. Treatment rate rose from 56.5% to 72.7% of eligible patients between the first and final six months of the study. Fewer patients were treated in the cardiac care unit after an initial assessment in the emergency department, and there was a small fall in the use of direct admission to the cardiac care unit (table 2). At the same time emergency department clinicians became increasingly involved in the care of patients with infarction and general medical teams became less involved (table 3).

**Changes from onset of symptoms to treatment**

Of 1523 patients eligible for immediate thrombolytic treatment in the first six months, 303 (19.9%) were treated within 60 minutes of calling for help. In the last six months of the study treatment had increased to 2537 of 5438 patients (46.7%) (difference 26.8 percentage points, 95% CI 24.4 to 29.2, \( p < 0.0001 \)). Of 6363 eligible patients given thrombolytic treatment during the first six months, 2068 (32.5%) were treated within two hours of onset of symptoms and 3481 (54.7%) within three hours. In the last six months, 14 189 eligible patients had thrombolytic treatment, of whom 5720 (40.3%) were treated within two hours and 8735 (61.6%) within three hours (difference at two hours 7.8 percentage points, 95% CI 6.4 to 9.2, \( p < 0.0001 \); difference at three hours 6.9 percentage points, 95% CI 5.4 to 8.3, \( p < 0.0001 \)).

**Use of secondary prevention medication**

The use of \( \beta \) adrenergic blockers, statins, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, and aspirin was examined for all patients with a final diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome. The use of \( \beta \) blockers, statins, and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors increased and use of aspirin was unchanged at around 90% (table 4). Patients who were not receiving a drug because of a stated contraindication were excluded from analysis.

**DISCUSSION**

These analyses are derived from records entered over three years between October 2000, when recruitment began, and the end of September 2003. By the middle of 2003, records were being contributed by 230 of 231 English and Welsh hospitals; these analyses therefore closely reflect national performance in the care of infarction.

**Changes in performance before admission to hospital**

The fall in numbers of patients seeking help within 30 minutes of onset of symptoms, from 29% to 26.7% between the first and last six months, was a continuation of a trend seen over the past decade. In 1993 the proportion calling for help within 30 minutes was 43.5% and in 1997 it was 37%. In 1997 Blohm and colleagues found no evidence that educational initiatives to shorten patient delay had any lasting benefit, and it is clear from present evidence that...
there has been no subsequent improvement. The reasons for this increasing delay are not clear but increasing age, known to delay presentation, may be relevant. The mean age of patients with ST elevation infarction described here was 67.8 years compared with 64.1 years in 1993 and 65.7 years in 1997.11 20

No reduction in delay from a call for help to arrival in hospital was seen. Less than 20% patients reached hospital within 30 minutes of a call for help. Meanwhile the median interval from a call for help to reaching hospital was 43 minutes in 2003, suggesting that there is a potential role for prehospital thrombolytic treatment for many patients. It may be unrealistic to expect significant reductions in ambulance journey times, but adopting process improvements such as prehospital treatment or even recording a good quality 12 lead ECG en route to hospital may be useful. At present only 12 of 31 (39%) regional ambulance services provide prehospital thrombolytic treatment and in 2003 only about 350 patients were treated in this way.21 The potential benefit from widespread increases in the use of prehospital treatment, while of proven value for longer journey times, remains to be determined for a more urban and semirural population where journey times are short.22

Performance within hospital
In contrast to care before admission, there was a striking improvement in the process of care of patients admitted to hospital. Six month periods are numbered 1–6 beginning in October 2000. Number given treatment in each six month period is shown on the x axis; total number 37 005. p < 0.0001 for sequential comparisons between each six month interval.

Improvement in overall delay
The number of eligible patients receiving early thrombolytic treatment increased significantly. In 2003, treatment was given to 40.3% within two hours and to 61.6% within three hours. An assessment of the evidence for the relative benefits of primary angioplasty and thrombolytic treatment favours thrombolytic treatment when this can be given less than two hours from onset, while angioplasty offers greater benefit for those presenting for treatment later than two to three hours.24 25 On this evidence at least 40% of patients presenting with ST elevation infarction in 2003 received the optimum reperfusion strategy.

Use of secondary prevention medication
The use of secondary prevention medication at discharge for all patients with acute coronary syndromes has increased rapidly and exceeds the targets set in the English National Service Framework for coronary heart disease for patients with myocardial infarction.12 The use of aspirin, 90%, is similar to that recorded elsewhere.26 Use of angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors increased from 62.4% to 72.4%, β blockers from 76.3% to 82.6%, and statins from 69.6% to 83.8%. Use of these agents is greater than that previously described in other countries, although contemporary comparisons are not available.26 27

Comment
These rapid improvements in hospital care have occurred against a background of targets set by the English National Service Framework for coronary heart disease.12 While awareness of centrally set targets will have motivated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Hospital department where thrombolytic treatment was given to eligible patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Where treatment given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000–1</td>
<td>3838 (56.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001–2</td>
<td>9986 (65.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002–3</td>
<td>10737 (72.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (percentage points)</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI 2000–1 and 2002–3</td>
<td>14.8 to 17.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were available for analysis of 36746 patients. CCU, coronary care unit.
improvement, we believe that immediate access by hospitals to their own contemporary analyses and the ability to make immediate comparisons with national aggregate analyses has had a strong impact on performance. It is impossible to determine the relative contribution of the effects of central targets and the analysis and feedback facilities provided by MINAP; both are important to the end result.

Rapid change in performance at the rate witnessed up to the present cannot be maintained indefinitely, but the contemporary data analyses provided on line by MINAP also act as an early warning system when standards slip and can ensure that good performance is maintained. Clinical and nursing staff change frequently, and performance can potentially fall quickly if it is not constantly reviewed. Entering contemporary data during the episode of care is essential in providing up to date analyses of hospital performance and allows the system to give immediate warning of deterioration in performance. The potential for using formal statistical process control techniques for time dependent functions such as the door to needle time is being explored.

Although the primary purpose of MINAP is to provide contemporary analyses of performance to clinicians, the analyses (in differing formats) are also used by administrators of regional groups of hospitals (strategic health authorities) and the English Department of Health. The general public also receives a web based annual report in which hospitals are given a three point rating based on performance. To achieve complete national coverage it was essential to gain the trust and support of colleagues in hospitals on issues such as security and confidentiality of records and the uses to which the analyses may be put. The analyses presented here are evidence that this system has proved its worth both as an audit tool that has the confidence of clinicians and as a means for performance management for administrators.

Links with other cardiac domains, including surgery, interventional cardiology, and cardiac electrophysiology, are being developed through the unique National Health Service link to number episodes of care occurring in different places and at different times. In addition mortality tracking based on data from the National Office of Statistics is already available and vital status of patients is provided for hospitals. Thus, the analyses presented here give some indication of the potential value of a prospective and complete registry of national performance for all aspects of care of acute coronary syndromes and as the basis of a national electronic patient record for coronary heart disease.
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A 57 year old man was referred because of non-anginal thoracic pain. He had been involved in a frontal car accident two years earlier, resulting in multiple bilateral rib fractures, bilateral pneumothorax, rupture of the spleen and liver, and fracture of a femur. Splenectomy, raphy of the liver, bilateral thoracic drainage, and osteosynthesis of the femur were performed. Although recovery was uneventful he kept complaining of daily thoracic pain. His ECG at rest displayed a normal sinus rhythm. Radiography of the chest revealed focal bulging of the left mid-ventricular border (panel A, arrow). Ventriculography demonstrated a left ventricular aneurysm of the mid anterior wall (panel B, arrow). Coronary arteries remained angiographically normal. Demonstration of myocardial lining of the aneurysm by magnetic resonance imaging proved it to be a true aneurysm (panel C, arrows indicate myocardial thinning and delayed hyperenhancement).

Post-traumatic cardiac aneurysms are rare. A temporary coronary obstruction has been suggested as a potential mechanism. True ventricular aneurysms have been treated surgically as well as medically. However, prospective randomised studies comparing these treatments are lacking. The patient has been treated medically for two years and his outcome has remained uneventful.